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Abstract

Lightweight trust mechanism with lightweight cryptogra-
phy primitives and post-quantum cryptosystems are hav-
ing important concerns in resource constraint wireless sen-
sor based Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs). In post-
quantum cryptosystems, error correcting codes (ECC)
help in code based cryptography for lightweight identifica-
tion, authentication, distance bounding and tag with own-
ership transfer protocols to provide security. In this work,
a novel approach is designed to secure the RFID-Sensor
based MANET that uses ECC for assigning identification
to resource constrained mobile nodes. This assignment
helps to create centralized environment with subgroups,
groups and hierarchies. Group or subgroups boundaries
are limited through distance bounding protocols. Trust
management plays the role of maintaining the relation-
ship between nodes for long endeavor. Probability analy-
sis of distance bounding protocol shows that the proposed
approach is protected from mafia fraud, distance fraud,
terrorist fraud, and distance hijacking attacks. The suc-
cess of these attacks on the proposed mechanism depen-
dence on trust score: lesser trust score (≤ 50) increases
the chances of these attacks whereas higher trust score
protects the network from these attacks and improves the
network performance as well. In performance analysis, it
is observed that the Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) out-
performs the other MANET routing protocols in terms
of network performance and security for the proposed
scheme. However, the probabilistic analysis proves that
it is still possible to control outliers in the network de-
spite the new inserted defenses with trust management
and limited resources.

Keywords: MANET, RFID, zone routing protocol

1 Introduction

Radio frequency identification (RFID) devices are the low
cost computing devices for automatic identification, lo-
cating and tracking objects using radio frequency (RF).
RFID networks are having many applications like: ac-
cess rights, object tracking, inventory management, li-
brary management etc. RFID devices are classified into
three major components: tag, reader and back-end sys-
tem. Tag includes the identification mark and a small
memory unit to store information about product, object
or environment. Reader helps to write and/or read in-
formation to tag. The read information is delivered to
backend system for storage, migration etc. Wireless sen-
sor networks (WSNs) and RFIDs are the two complemen-
tary technologies. WSNs consist of small sensing devices
with wireless communication medium. In compliment to
RFID, WSNs consist of multi-hop, smart sensing, track-
ing and reprogrammable devices. However, integration of
WSNs and RFIDs provides sensors to read tags, intelli-
gence, sensing, ad-hoc and wireless communication facil-
ities. These facilities result in many advantages which
include: network-resource-data expandability, network-
information scalability, portable readers extendability for
speeding the on spot and random data collection, reduc-
ing hardware cost etc. [45, 74]. Requirements to inte-
grate RFID-sensor network include accurate and reliable
communication, energy efficiency and network mainte-
nance [19, 74]. Various proposals are given to integrate
RFID and sensor networks. In [72, 74], three types of
integration mechanisms are proposed. In first integration
mechanism, RFID tags are integrated with sensor devices.
In this mechanism, two approaches are suggested to inte-
grate RFID tags and sensors. In first approach, tags are
integrated with sensor devices and communicate only with
readers. Second approach suggest to integrate tag with
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sensor devices and they communicate with each other to
construct an ad hoc network. In second integration mech-
anism, reader are integrated with sensor devices [24, 74].
In this mechanism, readers attached with sensors collect
data from RFID tags. Readers-sensor attachment com-
municates to route the information and construct an ad
hoc network. In [26], a commercial solution to integrate
RFID and mobile devices is proposed. This solution helps
to construct MANET. In third integration mechanism, a
mixed architecture is proposed. In this architecture, tags
and sensor nodes are kept independent but coexist in same
network. Mixed architecture consist of smart stations,
RFID tags and sensor nodes. Smart stations are com-
posed of RFID reader, a microprocessor and a network
interface. Both RFID and Sensor networks are pervasive
networks and require more attention on all aspects of its
security. Security aspects in these networks include access
rights, identification, authentication, authorization, own-
ership transfer, hardware cryptographic implementation,
message delivery guarantee, security threats, tampering,
forging etc. [5, 40]. Among WSNs, security and privacy
issues include physical attacks, jamming, tampering at
physical layer, packet disruption and collision at data link
layer, spoofing, sybil, altering, replaying, wormhole and
sinkhole attacks at network layer, flooding at transport
layer, cloning, incorrect location reference, data aggrega-
tion, time synchronization and masquerading attacks in
service and application layer. Among RFIDs, security and
privacy issues include spoofing, cloning, tampering, track-
ing, denial of service, etc. [62]. Solutions to these security
and privacy issues are achievable through cryptography
or detection and prevention mechanisms [62]. Cryptog-
raphy is an art of writing or solving the codes which is
classified into symmetric and asymmetric cryptosystem.

Asymmetric cryptosystem is considered to be more se-
cure than symmetric cryptosystem. In asymmetric cryp-
tosystem, key can be easily shared between two parties
without the need to pre-establish any key. But algo-
rithms of asymmetric cryptosystem can be easily bro-
ken using quantum computers [58]. Thus, Elliptic Curve
Cryptosystem (ECCr), ElGamal Cryptosystem, RSA, etc.
are not considered to be secure against quantum com-
puters [14]. Hence demand of designing secure sys-
tem increases and it results to post quantum cryptosys-
tem [51]. Post quantum cryptosystem can be classified as:
Hash based, Lattice based, Coding based, Multivariate-
quadratic and Secret key cryptosystem [11]. These sys-
tems are considered to be secure against quantum com-
puters. Both RFID and sensor based Mobile Ad Hoc
Networks (MANETs) are resource constraint devices and
thus require lightweight cryptographic primitives. These
lightweight cryptographic aspects should be accommo-
dated within one third of the total hardware available.
This space may increase three to four times at lesser cost
in future [76]. Lightweight hierarchical error correcting
codes are an efficient approach for node interconnection
in resource constraint devices [10]. Such hierarchical sys-
tems decrease the losses, errors, noises, implementation

overhead and improve performance, throughput, good-
put, etc. In order to achieve complete security, lightweight
cryptographic primitives can be integrated with hierarchi-
cal distribution for achieving the necessary performance
and security.

For achieving complete system security, a three dimen-
sional McCumber Cubes model suggests various cryp-
tographic primitives: transmission, storage, processing,
confidentiality, integrity, availability, human factor, pol-
icy with practices and technology [47]. During these
phases various aspects are taken into consideration like:
user rights and roles, usage policies, trust policies, pass-
word policy, authentication policy, security policies, ed-
ucating security policy, training policies, privacy rights,
etc. Trust management is an important aspect of consid-
eration. Trust is a behavior assessment and it is defined
in many ways [4, 22, 23, 33, 46, 48, 64]. Trust can be
measured based on various aspects like: integrity, ability
and benevolence, key generation, identification, informa-
tion secrecy, simulator aspects, etc. [32, 69]. In this work
trust is used to establish and maintain relationships be-
tween nodes.

The current study proceeds as follows. Section 2 pro-
vides background on lightweight cryptographic primitives,
protocols and trust management. Section 3 introduces
the assumption and premises used in this work. In sec-
tion 4, proposed method for integrating lightweight identi-
fication, lightweight authentication, lightweight distance
bounding, lightweight tag and ownership transferred is
presented using lightweight trust management mecha-
nism. Section 5 describes the probability based attack
analysis in distance bounding protocols. Simulation and
protocol policy analysis of proposed hierarchical network
is also presented in section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes
the work.

2 Background

Lightweight cryptography is classified as: lightweight
primitives and lightweight protocols [2]. Two major
classes of lightweight primitives are: symmetric and asym-
metric primitives. Symmetric primitives include block ci-
pher, stream cipher, hash function, pseudo random num-
ber generation and asymmetric primitives include number
based system, discrete logarithmic construction and curve
based cryptosystem. Lightweight Protocols can be classi-
fied as: identification, authentication, distance bounding,
yoking, tag ownership protocols, etc. In resource con-
straint devices, upto 30% of gate equivalents (GEs) are
available for lightweight cryptographic primitives and pro-
tocols [34, 53]. These GEs can increase with advancement
of technology [49].

On radio frequency signal, authenticity and valid-
ity of users and messages is achieved through crypto-
graphic primitives, ultra-lightweight operations, EPC-
global Class1 Generation2 protocols, physical primitives,
etc. [2]. Unique serial number generation [35, 41, 44, 65]
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and plausibility check [44, 52] are the authentication
mechanisms without using tags. These protocols are
application dependent solutions for authentication with
proper justification. A leak in justification enhances
the chance of un-authenticated users become part of
network. Authentication solutions through cryptogra-
phy avoid cloning. For example: encryption/decryption,
hash-lock, hash based synchronous secret, Hopper and
Blum (HB), pseudo random number based protocols, zero
knowledge device authentication, etc. are cryptography
mechanisms for providing authentication [44]. In another
solution [50], physical properties of product stores the
unique and cryptography based data for avoiding coun-
terfeiting and un-authorized access. Apart solutions from
cryptography, specific security model based requirements
for authentication is considered to be a valid choice [13].
Among these protocols, traceability, de-synchronization,
man-in-middle, cracking codes using basic binary opera-
tion, etc. are commonly found to be the attacks [6, 15, 61].
Cryptography based authentication solutions are costlier
also. For example, although hash based solution are found
to be perfect in security but the hardware cost for im-
plementing a hash based solution proposed is almost in-
feasible solution [60]. Hash based solutions like: RIP,
RAP, O-RAP, O-RAKE, etc. easily avoids the traceabil-
ity attacks. Cryptography based stored information con-
taining unique identification, anonymity and anti-cloning
mechanism provides maximum security through hashing
only [12]. In [3], it is found that computational workload
and scalability are the major challenges in hash based
schemes. However, solutions has been proposed to in-
creased the scalability and security of authentication pro-
tocols through hashing. For example, Avoine mutual au-
thentication protocol is a two phase hash based mech-
anism and it is designed to increase the scalability and
security. Here, scalability is limited with distance bound-
ing and removal of distance based frauds.In lightweight
cryptography, various solutions for lightweight authenti-
cation protocols are proposed. For example, Lightweight
Mutual Authentication protocol (LMAP) [67]. LMAP
provides security against replay, forgery, anonymity, etc.
However, this protocol is not secure against traceability
attack. Protocol for Lightweight Authentication of IDen-
tity (PLAID) provides authentication and enhances the
privacy through confidentiality and integrity [9]. This
solution is designed for contactless smart card systems.
Efficiency and reduction of costs are the real advantages
of this protocol. It also provides fast and strong security
between smart card and terminal devices. Strong security
is achieved by not leaking the identity information.

Trust Management involves trust measurement, trust
propagation, trust accumulation, trust prediction and
trust application [20, 28, 29]. Trust measurement is
a subjective calculation that one node has to establish
on another. Trust measurement among various nodes
of a resource constraint network is another challenge.
CuboidTrust is a positive or negative signal based global
trust computational method [18]. This method also

helps to determine quality and contribution of nodes in
a network. EigenTrust is satisfactory or unsatisfactory
transaction based method with malicious node identifica-
tion [36].

Health of resource constraint mobile nodes plays an
important role in measuring the trust score. In this
work, health is measured with the help of three com-
ponents: lightweight energy measurements, lightweight
route acting algorithms and lightweight vibration signals.
Lightweight energy conservation and measurement algo-
rithms in lightweight mobile sensor networks with ability
of full coverage play an important role in trust compu-
tation. Energy in ad hoc networks is consumed through
three modes: transmitting, receiving or simply ”on” [25].
Saving energy increases the lifetime and utilization of ad
hoc nodes. Transmitting data is major source of energy
consumption among three components [25]. Receiving or
collecting information is divided into four major compo-
nents: discovery, data transfer, routing and motion con-
trol [27]. Discovery information can be collected from ei-
ther of the two methods: Mobility independent protocols
or knowledge based protocols. Mobility independent pro-
tocols are further classified into three schemes: scheduled
rendezvous, on-demand and asynchronous [27]. Sched-
ules based protocols classification involve time slot, fre-
quency based and spread spectrum codes [75]. In these
types of networks, slots are fixed for every node thus no
chance of collision or overhead, easy to implement and
energy efficient but assigning numbers to nodes for spe-
cific slot can prolonged delay. For example, Chakrabarti
et. al. proposed a wake up mechanism on time sched-
ule [17]. Zhang et. al. proposed ZebraNet based on
global positioning system (GPS) and derivation of sched-
ule mechanism [73]. Other examples of scheduling based
protocols developed for sensor nodes are: TRAMA [56],
FLAMA [55], SMACS [59], SRSA [68], R-MAC [71], DW-
MAC [62, 75], etc. On-demand protocols are based on
wakeup calls. Whenever some event signals to channel,
it intimates to the sensor node and that node power up
the data radio and start transmission. In this type of
protocols, two types of signals are required to complete
the process: one for wakeup call and second for data
transmission. Various mechanisms are used to complete
this functionality. Wakeup call could be performed using
low frequency and data transmission through high fre-
quency [57], wakeup call and data transmission call are
performed using separate messages [70].

3 Proposed Scheme

Table 1 shows the symbols used in this work.

3.1 Lightweight Identification

In order to reduce the computation cost, Reed-Muller

codes is used for identifying the tags. BC
M

(a,b)

(c,d)

2n
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Table 1: Symbols

Symbol Quantity

M
(a,b)
(c,d)

cth mobile node in dth subgroup at ath layer with bth network. Here,
a, b, c, dε{1, 2...∞}.

BC
M

(a,b)

(c,d)

2n binary code selected for M
(a,b)
(c,d) .

SMHLa

(e,d) eth subgroup member in dth subgroup at ath layer.

CW
BC

M
(a,b)
(c,d)

2n

codeword generated with length L and distance D.

SGHLa

d dth subgroup at ath layer. Selection of SGHLa

d is based on HEALTH, i.e. HEHMNa .

HEHMNa
HEALTH,HEHMNaεf{ESMa , RASMa , V IB

SMHLa
(e,d)

+ }.
ESMNa energy state

RASMNa router acting strength moment

V IB
SMHLa

(e,d)

+ /V IB
SMHLa

(e,d)

− positive/negative vibration signals send from subgroup member

PSMNa ath mobile node in its full energy and without being attacked

SGSCHLa
d

subgroup controller of dth subgroup at hierarchical layer HLa

is an ary code with elements (CW
BC

M
(a,b)
(c,d)

2n

, L,D).

A new binary code for next node is generated as

BC(m)
M

(a,b)

(c,d)

2n = BC(m1)
M

(a,b)

(c,d)

2n ∗ BC(m2)
M

(a,b)

(c,d)

2n ={(X,X +

Y ), XεBC(m1)
M

(a,b)

(c,d)

2n and Y εBC(m2)
M

(a,b)

(c,d)

2n }. Major
strengths of this coding technique are: (i) with the help
of small key size it provides strong security, (ii) it reduces
the probability of cheating some node to a great extent
and (iii) computational complexity is very less. Weakness
of this coding technique is that it is prone to structural
attack.

3.2 Lightweight Grouping

Trust management plays an important role for forming
secure local subgroups for information exchange. It is
also necessary to integrate additional trust security layer
to resource constraint sensor nodes since cryptographic
primitives do not provide complete security and any extra
computation is not feasible on these nodes [37]. In order
to compute trust, following steps are followed: (a) gather
node information, (b) propagate information, (c) map to
trust model and make trust decision [37].

3.2.1 Gather Node Information

Taarget node’s reliability for information transfer can
easily be calculated through neighboring nodes. Neigh-

bor node can send V IB
SMHLa

(e,d)

+ or V IB
SMHLa

(e,d)

− signal to-

wards SMHLa

(e,d) . Strength of signal can be calculated

through different ways such as: forwarded packets, in-
tentionally dropped packets, intentionally forward packet
through some legitimate intermediate node, imperson-
ation or masquerading of data to bogus data, probability
of some event, etc. Probability of finding an anomaly

in attending or reporting in a regular event is helpful
for providing neighboring node information [43]. Now,
probability of following a path from source (SR(x1,y1))
to destination (DT (xn,yn)) is identified using Markov

chain. P (SR
(x1,y1)
1 , SR

(x2,y2)
2 , SR

(x3,y3)
3 .DT

(xn,yn)
n ) =

P (SR
(x1,y1)
1 = SR

(x1,y1)
1 ∗px1x2 ∗px2x3 .....∗pxn−1xn = PS ,

i.e. when probability reaches zero then that particular
region is called an event region. When a node follows a
particular path, Frisbee model [16] is used to construct
subgroups. This model in resource constraint network
reduces losses. Figure 1 shows the construction of Fris-
bees with fixed number of nodes. In the process of cre-
ating single-hop Frisbees, node communicates with other
node through lightweight and energy efficient authentica-
tion mechanism.

Figure 1: Frisbee construction with mobility of node

3.2.2 Propagate Information

Once subgroups are constructed then these subgroups are
merged to form hierarchy. Each SGHLi

M
(a,b)

(c,d)

at every hi-

erarchical layer will contain a subgroup controller. Fig-
ure 2 shows the construction of hierarchy with movement

of M
(a,b)
(c,d) that may take the form of SGHLi

SCd
. As shown

in Figure 2, M
(a,b)
(c,d) will act as producer (Pi) or consumer
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(C
′

i or C
′′

i ). These producer and consumer will perform

multiple tasks like: (i) distribution of BC(m1)
M

(a,b)

(c,d)

2n , (ii)

with the help of BC(m)
M

(a,b)

(c,d)

2n , SGHLi

SCd
generate keys and

distribute to consumers and (iii) nodes exchange messages
using lightweight encryption mechanism.

Figure 2: Hierarchical formation using real and virtual
nodes

• During distribution of BC(m)
M

(a,b)

(c,d)

2n , Pi will fetch the
reed-muller binary code from the database and dis-
tribute to C

′

i or C
′′

i . The producer-consumer module
to exchange reed-muller code using interface, port
and channel is shown in Figure 3. Here, n-consumer
modules are connected to single producer and each
producer/consumer module is associated with an in-
terface. These are writing and reading interfaces at
producer and consumer ends respectively. Since pro-
ducers generate and consumers accept reed-muller
codes thus port associated with producer is output
and consumer is input.

• With the help of BC(m)
M

(a,b)

(c,d)

2n , SGHLi

SCd
generate keys

and distribute to consumers. In [42], efficient hier-
archical threshold based symmetric group key man-
agement protocol is proposed. It is found that inclu-
sion of virtual nodes reduces the energy losses and
joining/leaving expenses of nodes. Extension to Teo
and Tan‘s group key management protocol is inte-
grated to generate and distribute a group symmetric
key ‘K ′ [42, 66]. Major strengths of this process are:
(i) protected from forward and backward secrecy, (ii)
strong authentication mechanism and (iii) efficient in
terms of small subgroup formation in close vicinity.

• With help of symmetric key ‘K ′, messages are ex-
changed using protocol1 between smart nodes. Here,
smart node is integration of RFID reader with mo-
bile sensor node. Reader reads the information from
nearby tags and communicates to other sensor nodes
through radio frequency. A microcontroller is used
to make the RFID reader data compatible for sensor
node in a smart node.

Figure 3: Exchange of BC(m)
M

(a,b)

(c,d)

2n , Pi using producer-
consumer

Protocol 1: Messages exchange using lightweight en-
cryption/decryption mechanisms.

Premise: Let EK , DK and H represents the lightweight
encryption, decryption and hashing functions respec-
tively.

1) SGHLi

SMj
→ SGHLo

SMr
: {EK{Message}, H(Message)}.

2) SGHLo

SMr
verifies the message digest by regen-

erating it using H(DK(EK{Message})). If
H(DK(EK{Message})) = H(Message) then mes-
sage is accepted otherwise rejected.

3) if message is accepted then SGHLo

SMr
→ SGHLi

SMj
:

{EK{Acknowledgement}, H(Acknowledgement)}
and if message is rejected then SGHLo

SMr
→

SGHLi

SMj
: {EK{Negative Acknowledgement},

H(Negative Acknowledgement)}.

4) SGHLi

SMj
verifies the receipt of mes-

sage through acknowledgement as:
H(DK(EK{Acknowledgement})).
If H(DK(EK{Acknowledgement})) =
H(Acknowledgement) then message is accepted
otherwise retransmission start with timer.

These steps of message exchange ensures: (i)
confidentiality of message exchange through en-
cryption/decryption, (ii) message integrity through
lightweight hashing hashing, (iii) pre-image resistant
and collision resistant properties of messages through
lightweight hashing, (iv) compression of message through
hashing and (v) retransmission of messages in case of
message loss or corruption.
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3.2.3 Map to Trust Model

As discussed, trust management includes trust gen-
eration, trust propagation, trust accumulation, trust
prediction and trust application [29]. Once subgroup is
constructed using protocol1 then it can be protected from
various attacks and maintains the relationships using
trust management. Trust mechanism assumes every
member of constructed hierarchy as PSMNa and passes
through following phases for maintaining relationships.

Trust Generation: Trust on a mobile node is calcu-
lated from its HEHMNa score. Trust is directly pro-
portional to HEHMNa score. Initially, all nodes are

considered to be PSMNa and vibrate V IB
SMHLa

(e,d)

+ signal
only. Here, health is calculated from three factors i.e.

HEHMNaεf{ESMa , RASMa , V IB
SMHLa

(e,d)

+ }. Three com-
ponent’s values are rated on grading scheme in order to
calculate the trust value of any node and this grading
process is explained as follows:

• RASMa ensures reliability and quality of service.
Since all nodes are considered to be PSMNa thus
reliability and quality of nodes is assumed to
be very high. Reliability of node is dependent
upon delivery ratio, goodput, coverage, fairness,
jitter and routing cost [54]. Quality of service
is calculated from number and type of interac-
tions, which is calculated as probability score value
(PSV) and it is calculated as number of times the

P (SR
(x1,y1)
1 , SR

(x2,y2)
2 , SR

(x3,y3)
3 ····DT (xn,yn)

n ) of any

M
(a,b)
(c,d) reaches zero in some region ‘R’. Interactions

in this region may transmit very good, good, average,
poor or very poor quality of transmissions.

• ESMa is measured in form of bursts and sleep time.
These bursts are scaled based on traffic. Low traffic
consumes less energy and heavy traffic consumes high
energy. In order to rate energy levels, bursts are di-
vided into four major categories: zero, low, medium
and high. Zero bursts do not consume energy and in
this state, nodes are assumed to be in sleep state.
Low bursts are the minimum consumption states.
Medium bursts are the frequent consumption states
but do not increase its value with time as compared
to high bursts which are more frequent. Energy con-
sumption increases with time if high bursts are con-
tineously observed. Section 5 describes the energy
consumption analysis.

• V IB
SMHLa

(e,d)

+ are the positive vibration signals and
present experiences of neighboring nodes. A node
can send positive or negative vibration signals. Pos-
itive signals are used to indicate trust and negative
for un-trust. In this work, counts on positive signals
are made to measure the trust. This count value
ranges from 1(Low) to 10 (High). Rating is the num-
ber of trust response coming from neighboring nodes.

If number of neighboring nodes exceed ten then it
is considered to be highly trusted but if number
of neighboring nodes response is less than ten then
10 minus total response will give negative vibration
score. Subgroup signal value is also calculated from
the average score of it’s node’s trust vibration scores.
Subgroup controller can debar any subgroup from hi-
erarchy because of its malicious operations. Which is
calculated from its subgroup members health score.

Table 2: Lightweight automatic trust propagation-
intruder analysis (time in msec)

Percentage
age of
SCORE

(HEHMNa
neighbor)

Intruder
Asser-
tions

Proposed Trusted
Strategy

Time (Steps) Result

More than 90 1/5/10 20/21/26 Proved
(120/226/351)

90 to 75 1/5/10 35/42/61 Proved
(222/350/595)

75 to 60 1/5/10 41/61/74 Proved
(332/530/650)

60 to 45 1/5/10 52/74/85 Proved
(436/626/751)

Less than 45 1/5/10 62/84/95 Proved
(546/726/881)

Trust Propagation: Once trust of node is calculated
then its value is propagated to other nodes. This prop-
agation is made through selective algorithm [63]. Range
of SCORE(HEHMNa

neighbor) selected for selective algorithm
is analyzed using Alloy [30, 31]. Alloy is a lightweight,
powerful, simple design, automatic and animation anal-
ysis tool. Table 2 shows that there are five ranges of
health score: more than 90, 90 to 75, 75 to 60, 60 to
45 and less than 45. There are three variations of in-
truders: 1, 5 and 10 to analyze the proposed mech-
anism. This analysis shows that with change in ev-
ery score range, there is an increase in minimum of 10
msec and 100 steps to detect intruders. However, in-
truders are detectable and results are proved in this
tool. According to selective algorithm, single high health
score neighbor is selected if SCORE(HEHMNa

neighbor) ≥
90%, two high score neighbor are selected if 90% 
SCORE(HEHMNa

neighbor) ≥ 75% ,three high score neigh-

bor are selected if 75%  SCORE(HEHMNa

neighbor) ≥
60%, four high score neighbor are selected if 60% 
SCORE(HEHMNa

neighbor) ≥ 45%, transmit to all neigh-

boring nodes if 45%SCORE(HEHMNa

neighbor). Multiple
entities of trust are re-evaluated in trust prediction
phase through identification marks since each commu-

nication contains its identification, i.e. BC(m)
M

(a,b)

(c,d)

2n ) ‖
SCORE(HEHMNa

neighbor). This mechanism of trust propa-
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gation through health score help in protecting the network
from various attacks.

Table 3: Lightweight automatic trust accumulation-
intruder analysis (time in msec)

Percentage
age of
SCORE

(HEHAV G)

Intruder
Asser-
tions

Proposed Trusted
Strategy

Time (Steps) Result

More than 90 1/5/10 31/41/44 Proved
(131/233/362)

90 to 80 1/5/10 42/52/71 Proved
(222/362/493)

80 to 70 1/5/10 54/61/88 Proved
(341/466/645)

70 to 60 1/5/10 64/81/101 Proved
(531/771/823)

60 to 50 1/5/10 74/93/118 Proved
(666/902/1120)

Less than 50 1/5/10 92/104/165 Proved
(786/966/1481)

Trust Accumulation: At destination, trust values
are accumulated and evaluated. Since, trust value
passes through multiple paths hence source‘s trust
value is predicted from health of the path followed.
Health of each routed node is accumulated along with
its trust value. Average of health is calculated using:
HEHAVG = (HEHMN1+HEHMN2+..+HEHMNn)/N .
Based on score(HEHAVG) value, path is se-
lected and rated. Table 3 shows that there are
six range of score(HEHAVG). With decrease in
score(HEHAVG) of 10% there is an increase in min-
imum of 10 msec and 100 steps to detect intruders.
However, intruders are detectable and results are
proved on alloy tool. This measurement is taken
to rate the path followed for trust accumulation. If
score(HEHAVG) ≥ 90%, then path is considered as
excellent, very good if 90%  score(HEHAVG) ≥ 80%,
good if 80%  score(HEHAVG) ≥ 70%, average
if 70%  score(HEHAVG) ≥ 60%, below aver-
age if 60%  score(HEHAVG) ≥ 50%, poor if
50%  score(HEHAVG).

Trust Prediction: Now, after transmitting the trust
score in the form of health, healthiness of route is
determined. If route health is below average then trust
is recomputed at destination using lightweight trust
computation based on prejudice, experience and hearsay.
It is calculated as: T i = C ∗ Exp. + (1 − C) ∗ Her.,
where T, C, Exp. and Her. are respectively the trust,
self confidence level, experience and hearsay values.
Experience is the average value of current observation
and immediate observation. Hearsay is calculated as:

H(MN j) = (Σn
i=1T

i)/N . Here, N is the number of
neighboring connected nodes to MNa and T i is the ith

response of trust.

Trust Application: Once basic trust relationship is
established then application specific trust depends upon
user operations. Secure and safe transmission of informa-
tion is necessary and confirmed through authentication
procedures. Applications that are required to be operated
in basic trusted environment should have to produce
application trust value (Ta). This trust value is compared
with basic trust value (Ti). If Ta � Ti then access to
application fails. Failure or success of the application
for operation is broadcasted to other subgroup members
using broadcasting mechanism. Protocol 2 describes this
mechanism.

Protocol 2: Application trust broadcasting for access
rights.
Goal: To compare trust value with required application
trust value. After this comparison, if application trust
value is less then access to application is not allowed and
this information is broadcasted to all subgroup members.

1) SGHLi

SMj
→ SGHLi

SMk
: ”ALLOW” ‖ ”DENY ”.

2) SGHLi

SCk
→ SG

HLi−1

SCk
: ”ALLOW” ‖ ”DENY ”. This

step is repeated until top subgroup controller receives
the message.

3) SGHLo

SCk
initiated the process of collecting information

about applications whose access rights are managed
through trust comparison.

Here, ALLOW and DENY are single bit messages.
These messages help to debar the applications that can
maliciously harm the network. If ‘h′ is the height of hier-
archy constructed and ‘n′ is the total number of subgroup
constructed then total number of messages required to
broadcast this information are ‘h ∗n ∗ 10’. In this work, a
set of two node based trust applications are integrated for
distance bounding. This trust application is explained in
next sections.

3.3 Lightweight Trust Based Distance
Bounding and Authentication

In this section, distance bounding and authentication
protocols are integrated to hierarchical model for limiting
the distance between two nodes and to authenticate each
other. Distance bounding and authentication are two set
of protocols but an integrated form of these protocols is
used to reduce the hardware cost. In this work, modified
form of Avoine mutual authenticated KA2 (MA-KA2)
protocol is integrated with lightweight parameters [7].
The modified form of this mechanism is explained in
Protocol 3. There are two phases of protocol: slow
and fast. In slow phase, nonce values are exchanged
and in fast phase, authentication is performed using
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challenge-verify process.

Protocol 3: Modified MA-KA2 and Distance Bounding
Protocol.

Premises: Let R
M

(a,b)

(c,d) be the random number selected
by M

(a,b)
(c,d) .NSGHLa

SCd

represents the nonce generated by dth

subgroup with its subgroup controller. Here, every sub-
group member act as a prover or a verifier. When direc-

tion bitDIRi

M
(a,b)

(c,d)

of some mobile node is zero thenM
(a,b)
(c,d)

sends a random challenge CHAi

M
(a,b)

(c,d)

ε{0, 1} towards an-

other mobile node M
(a,b)
(f,d) . Now, this mobile node replies

with verification process (V ERCHAi

M
(a,b)

(f,d)

). When DIRi

M
(a,b)

(c,d)

is one then M
(a,b)
(f,d) will send CHAi

M
(a,b)

(f,d)

ε{0, 1} and M
(a,b)
(c,d)

will verify. If the random number generated is not veri-

fied, i.e. R
M

(a,b)

(c,d) 6= V ERCHAi

M
(a,b)

(a,d)

then communication is put

in protected mode. This protected mode behaves differ-
ently than regular rounds. In this mode, nodes have to
regularly produce and verify the challenges. Let b and r
are the number of bits used in direction bit and number
of rounds in two phases of distance bound mutual au-
thentication protocol. T

M
(a,b)

(c,d)

represents the timer from

M
(a,b)
(c,d) , TMAX is the maximum time elapsed for check-

ing distance bounding and H is a pseudorandom number
function.
Goal: Limit the distance between two subgroup con-
trollers or members and authenticate each other.
Step 1: Slow Phase

1) Every subgroup member from both subgroups will se-

lect a random number, i.e. R
M

(a,b)

(1,d) , R
M

(a,b)

(2,d) ...R
M

(a,b)

(9,d)

and R
M

(a,b)

(1,e) , R
M

(a,b)

(2,e) ...R
M

(a,b)

(9,e) .

2) Since a symmetric key K is already shared between
subgroup members thus nonce are generated using:

NSGHLa
SCd

= H(K,R
M

(a,b)

(1,d) ‖ RM
(a,b)

(2,d) ‖ ... ‖ RM
(a,b)

(9,d) )

and NSGHLa
SCe

= H(K,R
M

(a,b)

(1,e) ‖ R
M

(a,b)

(2,e) ‖ ... ‖

R
M

(a,b)

(9,e) ). Here, H is a lightweight cryptographic hash
function.

3) Two subgroup controller exchanges these nonce
values as: SGHLa

SCd
→ SGHLa

SCe
: NSGHLa

SCd

, SGHLa

SCe
→

SGHLa

SCd
: NSGHLa

SCe

, {DIRi
SGHLa

SCd

‖

DIRi
SGHLa

SCe

‖ V ERCHA0 ‖ V ERCHA1 ‖

V ERCHA2} = h(K,NSGHLa
SCd

, NSGHLa
SCe

Num-

ber of bits (DIRi
SGHLa

SCd

) = Number of

bits(DIRi
SGHLa

SCe

) = r, Number of bits (V ERCHA0

)

=Numberofbits(V ERCHA1

) = 2(b−r)−1, Number

of bits (V ERCHA2

) = 2b.

Step 2: Fast bit exchange phase

1) SGHLa

SCd
computes COM1

SGHLa
SCd

= DIR1
SGHLa

SCd

and

start timer TSGHLa
SCd

. During this time, it sends

COM1
SGHLa

SCd

towards SGHLa

SCe
.

2) SGHLa

SCe
checks if COM1

SGHLa
SCd

= DIR1
SGHLa

SCd

then

computes COM1
SGHLa

SCe

= V ERCHA2

1 . With start of

TSGHLa
SCe

, SGHLa

SCe
sends COM1

SGHLa
SCe

to SGHLa

SCd
. But if

COM1
SGHLa

SCd

6= DIR1
SGHLa

SCd

then error is detected and

instead of sending random answers until end of the
protocol it check value ofHEHMNa

SGHLa
SCe

andHEHAVG.

if any value is below satisfactory level then it adds
the communication in protected mode.

3) SGHLa

SCd
stops TSGHLa

SCd

and compute DOM b−1
SGHLa

SCe

=

COM b−1
SGHLa

SCd

⊕ V ERCHA2

2b−3 .if DOM b−1
SGHLa

SCe

=

DIRb−1
SGHLa

SCe

then COM b
SGHLa

SCd

= V ERCHA2

2b−2 ⊕

DIRb
SGHLa

SCd

. Further, if DOM b−1
SGHLa

SCe

6= DIRb−1
SGHLa

SCd

then again it check for HEHMNa

SGHLa
SCd

and HEHAVG.

If any of these values are unsatisfactory then it adds
the communication to protected mode. Also, SGHLa

SCd

sends COM b
SGHLa

SCd

to SGHLa

SCe
and start TSGHLa

SCd

.

4) SGHLa

SCe
stops TSGHLa

SCe

and compute DOM b
SGHLa

SCd

=

COM b
SGHLa

SCd

⊕ V ERCHA2

2b−2 . If DOM b
SGHLa

SCd

6=

DIRb
SGHLa

SCd

then HEHMNa

SGHLa
SCd

and HEHAVG are

checked before sending unsatisfactory report for pro-
tected mode. Also, SGHLa

SCe
start TSGHLa

SCe

and send

DOM b
SGHLa

SCd

to SGHLa

SCd
.

5) SGHLa

SCd
stops TSGHLa

SCd

and compute

DOM b
SGHLa

SCe

= DOM b
SGHLa

SCd

⊕ V ERCHA2

2b−1 .

If DOM b
SGHLa

SCe

= DIRb
SGHLa

SCe

then compute

COM b+1

SGHLa
SCd

= V ERCHA2

2b ⊕ R
M

(a,b)

(1,d) . Further,

if DOM b
SGHLa

SCe

6= DIRb
SGHLa

SCe

then HEHMNa

SGHLa
SCd

and HEHAVG values are checked before sending
unsatisfactory report for protected mode. SGHLa

SCd

sends COM b+1

SGHLa
SCd

to SGHLa

SCe
and start TSGHLa

SCd

6) SGHLa

SCe
stops TSGHLa

SCe

and computes R
M

(a,b)

(1,d) =

COM b+1

SGHLa
SCd

⊕ V ERCHA2

2b−2 . If R
M

(a,b)

(1,d) = 0 then

COM b+1

SGHLa
SCe

= V ERCHA0 ⊕RM
(a,b)

(1,e) else if R
M

(a,b)

(1,d) =
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1 then COM b+1

SGHLa
SCe

= V ERCHA1 ⊕ R
M

(a,b)

(1,e) . Also,

SGHLa

SCe
starts TSGHLa

SCe

and sends COM b+1

SGHLa
SCe

to

SGHLa

SCd
.

7) SGHLa

SCd
stops TSGHLa

SCd

and computes R
M

(a,b)

(r−b−1,e) =

DOM b−1
SGHLa

SCd

⊕V ERCHAr−b−1

2r−2b−2 . Now, if R
M

(a,b)

(r−1,e) = 0

then DOM b
SGHLa

SCd

= V ERCHA0
2r−2b−1⊕RM

(a,b)

(r−b,d) else

if R
M

(a,b)

(r−1,e) = 1 then COM b
SGHLa

SCd

= V ERCHA1

2r−2b−1 ⊕

R
M

(a,b)

(r−b,d) . Also, SGHLa

SCd
starts TSGHLa

SCd

and sends

COM b
SGHLa

SCd

to SGHLa

SCe
.

8) SGHLa

SCe
stops TSGHLa

SCe

and computes R
M

(a,b)

(r−b−1,d) =

DOM b
SGHLa

SCd

⊕V ERCHAr−b−1

2r−2b−2 . Now, if R
M

(a,b)

(r−b,d) = 0

then COM b
SGHLa

SCe

= V ERCHA0

2r−2b−1 ⊕ R
M

(a,b)

(r−b,e) else if

R
M

(a,b)

(r−b,d) = 1 then COM b
SGHLa

SCe

= V ERCHA1
2r−2b−1⊕

R
M

(a,b)

(r−b,e) . Also, SGHLa

SCe
sends COM b

SGHLa
SCe

to

SGHLa

SCd
.

9) SGHLa

SCd
stops TSGHLa

SCd

.

Step 3: End of fast bit exchange phase and start check
for processing delay.

1) SGHLa

SCd
checks for H(K,R

M
(a,b)

(1,d) ‖ R
M

(a,b)

(2,d) ‖

.... ‖ R
M

(a,b)

(9,d) ) = NSGHLa
SCd

and SGHLa

SCe
checks for

H(K,R
M

(a,b)

(1,e) ‖ RM
(a,b)

(2,e) ‖ ... ‖ RM
(a,b)

(9,e) = NSGHLa
SCe

.

If both are true and time elapsed is less than TMAX

then communication is successful.

Major strengths of this protocol are: (i) one subgroup
controller or member can put distance limit to another
subgroup controller or member, (ii) unilateral authen-
tication is provided to protect against dismantling at-
tack, (iii) distance bounding protocols protects from lo-
cation based attacks using cryptographic characteristics
integrated with physical attributes of the nodes and (iv)
attack analysis in section 5 shows that the modified proto-
col is efficient, secure and having lowest False Acceptance
Rate (FAR). The FAR is the rate of possibility of accep-
tance of nodes when there are chances of attack.

4 Result Analysis

4.1 Attack Analysis

4.1.1 Distance Bounding Protocol Attack Anal-
ysis

In this section, probability of success of mafia fraud, dis-
tance fraud, terrorist fraud and distance hijacking attacks
are analyzed on distance bounding protocols. The analy-
sis is explained as follows:

Attack: Mafia Fraud Attack

Description: In this attack, a malicious subgroup
controller (MSGHLa

M
(a,b)

(c,d)

) and a malicious group member

(MM
(a,b)
(c,d) ) are inserted in subgroups. These malicious

entities communicate with original subgroup controller
and members and convince them to reveal secret in-
formation [59, 68, 71]. MSGHLa

M
(a,b)

(c,d)

and MM
(a,b)
(c,d) start

man-in-middle attack by sending MSGHLa

SCd
→ SGHLa

SCe
:

NMSGHLa
SCd

and MSGHLa

SCe
→ SGHLa

SCd
: NMSGHLa

SCe

. This ef-

fects the rounds of fast bit exchange. Now, success proba-
bility of this attack is determined by defining the following
events:

• ANDi
SGHLa

SCd

attack is not detected at ith round by

SGHLa

SCd
.

• ADi
SGHLa

SCd

attack is detected at ith round by SGHLa

SCd
.

• HEH ANDMNa

SGHLa
SCd

health score of SGHLa

SCd
at time

when attack is not detected at ith round by SGHLa

SCd
.

• UANDi
SGHLa

SCd

attack is not detected at until the ith

round by SGHLa

SCd
.

• ANDi
SGHLa

SCe

attack is not detected at ith round by

SGHLa

SCe
.

• ADi
SGHLa

SCe

attack is detected at ith round by SGHLa

SCe
.

• HEH ANDMNa

SGHLa
SCe

health score of SGHLa

SCe
at time

when attack is not detected at ith round by SGHLa

SCe
.

• UANDi
SGHLa

SCe

attack is not detected at until the ith

round by SGHLa

SCe
.

• COLi
SGHLa

SCd

is an event when collision occurs at

SGHLa

SCd
side in ith round.

• COLi
SGHLa

SCe

is an event when collision occurs at

SGHLa

SCe
side in ith round.
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Now, success probability of Mafia fraud attack can be
calculates as follows:

P [FAR]

= P [UANDi
SGHLa

SCd

/UANDi
SGHLa

SCe

]P [UANDi
SGHLa

SCe

]

+

n∑
i=1

P [UANDi
SGHLa

SCe

/ADi
SGHLa

SCd

]P [ADi
SGHLa

SCd

]

+

n∑
i=1

P [UANDi
SGHLa

SCd

/ADi
SGHLa

SCe

]P [ADi
SGHLa

SCe

]

(1)

P [UANDi
SGHLa

SCe

/ADi
SGHLa

SCd

]P [ADi
SGHLa

SCd

]

= Πi−1
j=1P [

UANDi
SGHLa

SCe

ANDi
SGHLa

SCd

]HEH ANDMNa

SG
HLa
SCd

=satisfactory

Πi−1
j=1P [

UANDi
SGHLa

SCe

ADi
SGHLa

SCd

]HEH ANDMNa

SG
HLa
SCd

=satisfactory

(2)

Now, there are five case when HEH ANDMNa

SGHLa
SCd

=

satisfactory. Let 1
p90
, 1
p80
, 1
p70
, 1
p60

and 1
p50

are the

five case probabilities when HEH ANDMNa

SGHLa
SCd

≥ 90%,

HEH ANDMNa

SGHLa
SCd

≥ 80%, HEH ANDMNa

SGHLa
SCd

≥ 70%,

HEH ANDMNa

SGHLa
SCd

≥ 60%,and HEH ANDMNa

SGHLa
SCd

≥

50% respectively. If 1
pi−1

be the probability that colli-

sion is not detected until (i− 1)th round and 1
pprotected

is

the probability of moving to protected mode then:

Πi−1
j=1P [

UANDi
SGHLa

SCe

ANDi
SGHLa

SCd

]HEH ANDMNa

SG
HLa
SCd

=satisfactory

= (
1

pj−1
)j−1(

1

pprotected
)j−1

+(
1

p90
+

1

p80
+

1

p70
+

1

p60
+

1

p50
)j−1.

Thus Equation (2) can be written as:

P [UANDi
SGHLa

SCe

/ADi
SGHLa

SCd

]P [ANDi
SGHLa

SCd

]

= (
1

pi−1
)i−2(

1

pprotected
)i−2

+(
1

p90
+

1

p80
+

1

p70
+

1

p60
+

1

p50
)i. (3)

Similarly,

n∑
i=1

P [UANDi
SGHLa

SCd

/ADi
SGHLa

SCe

]P [ADi
SGHLa

SCe

]

= (
1

pi−1
)i−2(

1

pprotected
)i−2

+(
1

p90
+

1

p80
+

1

p70
+

1

p60
+

1

p50
)i. (4)

From Equations (3) and (4), one of the equation is used
to find error thus it reduces the probability of finding a
collision to be 1

2 . After putting values of Equations (3)
and (4) in (2), probability of false acceptance rate can be
calculated as:

P [FARn] = (
1

pi−1
)n(

1

pprotected
)n

+(
1

p90
+

1

p80
+

1

p70
+

1

p60
+

1

p50
)n

+

n∑
i=1

((
1

pi−1
)n−i−2(

1

pprotected
)n−i−2

+(
1

p90
+

1

p80
+

1

p70
+

1

p60
+

1

p50
)n−i−2).

(5)

Equation (5) gives the false acceptance probability.
Higher value of this probability give less protection
against intruders at earlier stage. However, progression of
relationship through trust decreases the probability and
increases the security of network for finding an attack. If
health score does not permit to accept any subgroup con-
troller or member then collision can stop the process of
communication at early stage.
Attack: Distance Fraud Attack
Description: A malicious node can come closer to sub-
group and make false claim to be the nearest node. [7,
38, 39]. Let EV ENT i

SGHLa
SCe

and EV ENT i
SGHLa

SCd

are the

events when SGHLa

SCe
and SGHLa

SCd
find collision. A collision

can occur when some bits are not verified. Now, success
probability of distance fraud attack can be calculated as:

P [EV ENT i
SGHLa

SCe

∩ EV ENT i
SGHLa

SCd

]

= (P [EV ENT 1
SGHLa

SCe

]P [
EV ENT 2

SGHLa
SCe

EV ENT 1
SGHLa

SCe

]

· · ·P [
EV ENTn

SGHLa
SCe

Πn−1
i=1 EV ENT

i
SGHLa

SCe

]HEH=satisfactory

+(P [EV ENT 1
SGHLa

SCd

]P [

EV ENT 2
SGHLa

SCd

EV ENT 1
SGHLa

SCd

]

· · ·P [

EV ENTn
SGHLa

SCd

Πn−1
i=1 EV ENT

i
SGHLa

SCd

]HEH=satisfactory.

Now, when DIR1
SGHLa

SCd

or DIR1
SGHLa

SCe

is zero then:

P [EV ENT i
SGHLa

SCe

∩DIRi
SGHLa

SCe

∩HEH ANDMNa

SGHLa
SCd

= satisfactory]

=
1

2
(

1

p90
+

1

p80
+

1

p70
+

1

p60
+

1

p50
)

= P [EV ENT i
SGHLa

SCd

∩DIRi
SGHLa

SCd

∩HEH ANDMNa

SGHLa
SCd

= satisfactory]. (6)
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When DIR1
SGHLa

SCd

or DIR1
SGHLa

SCe

is one then:

P [EV ENT i
SGHLa

SCe

∩DIR1
SGHLa

SCe

∩HEH ANDMNa

SGHLa
SCe

= satisfactory]

= P [EV ENT i
SGHLa

SCe

∩DIRi
SGHLa

SCe

]

P [HEH ANDMNa

SGHLa
SCe

= satisfactory]

= P [(EV ENT i
SGHLa

SCe

∩V ERCHA1

= h[K,NSGHLa
SCd

, NSGHLa
SCe

)]

P [DIRi
SGHLa

SCe

]P [HEH ANDMNa

SGHLa
SCe

= satisfactory]

+P [(EV ENT i
SGHLa

SCe

∩V ERCHA1

6= h[K,NSGHLa
SCd

, NSGHLa
SCe

)]

P [DIRi
SGHLa

SCe

]P [HEH ANDMNa

SGHLa
SCe

= satisfactory]

= (
3

4
)i + (

n∑
i=1

(
1

pi−1
)n−i−2 ∗ (

1

pprotected
)n−i−2

+(
1

p90
+

1

p80
+

1

p70
+

1

p60
+

1

p50
)n−i−2). (7)

Since collision is found in one of the two sides thus in
this case also probability is considered to be 1

2 . Equa-
tion (7) gives the value of acceptance rate of attack.
Higher value of trust reduces the chances of this attack to
a great extent.
Attack: Terrorist Fraud Attack.
Description:In this attack, existing M

(a,b)
(c,d) act as mali-

cious entity. M
(a,b)
(c,d) collaborate with MM

(a,b)
(c,d) and tries

to convince MSGHLa

M
(a,b)

(c,d)

that he is nearby when he is

not [7, 39, 38]. This attack can be protected using secret
sharing scheme [8]. P [success of terrorist fraud attack]

≥ P [success of mafia fraud attack]. Let P [M
(a,b)
(c,d) →

MM
(a,b)
(c,d) : Cert(MNHLi

SMj+1
), NM , SKALM ] = 1

pterrorist .

P [MM
(a,b)
(c,d) → M

(a,b)
(c,d) : Cert(V N

(a,b)
(c,d) )]HEH ANDMNa

M
(a,b)
(c,d)

=

1
pterrorist

+ 1
p90

+ 1
p80

+ 1
p70

+ 1
p60

+ 1
p50

. Since symmet-

ric key K is known to all thus P [M
(a,b)
(c+1,d) → MM

(a,b)
(c,d) :

EPK
V N

(a,b)
(c,d)

{SK
M

(a,b)

(c+1,d)

}]HEH ANDMNa

M
(a,b)
(c,d)

= ( 1
pterrorist

+

1
p90

+ 1
p80

+ 1
p70

+ 1
p60

+ 1
p50

)2. and it is easy to mis-
lead any communication by existing members. With
increase in such communication chances of terrorist
fraud detection increases because trust score decreases.
If probability of M

(a,b)
(c,d) for self answered question is

marked as 1
pself answered

then P [success of terrorist fraud

attack]=( 1
pself answered

)q ∗ ( 1
pterrorist

+ 1
p90

+ 1
p80

+ 1
p70

+
1

p60
+ 1

p50
+ (t − 1)/t + pself answered)q. where ‘t′ is the

total number of queries exchanged between M
(a,b)
(c,d) and

MM
(a,b)
(c,d) and collision does not found in q rounds.

Attack: Distance Hijacking Attack
Description: This attack is different from distance fraud
and terrorist fraud attack. In distance fraud, a dishon-
est prover and verifier are involved. In terrorist fraud,
dishonest prover involves with other attacker but in the
distance hijacking attack, dishonest prover interacts with
honest prover and involves them for false distance [21].
In distance hijacking attack, minimum single dishonest
prover is involved with the other honest parties. If other
parties behave like dishonest prover or verifiers then this
attack become distance fraud attack. Now, P [Success of
distance hijacking attack] ≤ P [Success of distance fraud
attack] [38]. P [Success of distance hijacking attack] =
P [honest nodes reveal secret information without be-
ing dishonest]. Any dishonest node can behave as hon-
est through masquerading, impersonation, taking false
ownership, etc. This dishonest behavior in tags can be
checked through birthday paradox and trust score. Now
according to birthday paradox, probability of matching
two numbers when number of nodes are 10 in each sub-
group is less than 1

8 . Further, trust score reduces the
probability of this attack to ( 1

p90
+ 1

p80
+ 1

p70
+ 1

p60
+ 1

p50
).

This probability of success of distance hijacking attack
due to trust score is much less than 1

8 .

4.2 Performance Analysis

In this section, network performance is analyzed using
various QoS parameters: delivery ratio, goodput, cover-
age, energy consumption and jitter. This analysis is per-
formed using 150-nodes scenarios on ns-3 simulator. In
order to construct MANET, a smart node is formed by
integrating RFID reader with mobile sensor node. These
mobile smart nodes constitute a hierarchical Ad-hoc net-
work as shown in Figure 2. Reader collects the data from
its local network and transmits to other nodes through
radio frequency antenna of sensor nodes. Performance
analysis of QoS parameters is as follows.

Delivery Ratio. It is the ratio of number of sent pack-
ets to number of delivered packets toward sink.
Figure 4 shows the delivery ratios of 150 nodes
over five MANETs routing protocols: Ad-hoc On
Demand Distance Vector (AODV), Destination Se-
quenced Distance Vector (DSDV), Dynamic Source
Routing (DSR), Temporarily Ordered Routing Algo-
rithm (TORA) and Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP).
From both scenarios, it is observed that ZRP pro-
tocol outperforms the other routing protocols. In
150 nodes scenarios, delivery ratio decreases with in-
crease in time for every protocol because the number
of available nodes for data transmission decreases and
more number of nodes are occupied for routing.

Goodput. Another non-overlapping term with delivery
ratio is goodput. It is the total number of success-
fully delivered packets to sink [54]. With addition of
more number of packets and delay parameters, value
of goodput can be increased. Figure 5 and Figure 6
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Figure 4: Delivery ratio for 150 nodes over MANETs rout-
ing protocols

Table 4: Lightweight node-packet delivery analysis using
alloy (time in msec)

Percentage
of routed or
delivered
packets

Intruder
Asser-
tions

Proposed Trusted
Strategy

Time (Steps) Result

More than 75 1/5/10 10/21/32 Proved
(80/113/131)

More than 65 1/5/10 60/94/145 Proved
(150/173/224)

More than 55 1/5/10 113/146/211 Proved
(170/210/563)

show the goodput for 150 nodes at offer load of 1
packet/second and 5 packets/second respectively. In
150-nodes scenarios, ZRP protocol outperforms than
any other protocol. Performance of ZRP protocol is
average and it is increasing exponentially with time
at lesser rate, i.e. 1 pkt/sec.. In 5pkt/sec. for 150
nodes, ZRP is having improved performance as com-
pared to 1 pkt/sec. In these scenarios, other proto-
cols also show increase in performance but this in-
crease is lesser as compared to ZRP protocol. It is
also observed that in 150 nodes scenarios, growth of
throughput for ZRP is linear than linear but for other
protocol, it is linear or less.

Figure 5: Goodput for 150 nodes at 1 packet/second

Coverage. It is defined as number of nodes used per unit

Figure 6: Goodput for 150 nodes at 5 packets/second

time for successful transmission of packets. In Ta-
ble 4, three scenarios are taken into consideration to
find the coverage range for proposed scheme. Re-
sults shows that if a node deliver more than 75% of
packets then intrusion detection take 50 msec and 70
steps which is lesser than delivery percentage of 65.
It takes a minimum difference of 100 msec. and 90
steps when compared with 55% of delivery. Hence,
a node is considered to be covered if it successfully
delivers 75% of packets it receive and loss 25% only
for performance analysis. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show
the coverage of 150 nodes at 1pkt/sec and 5 pkts/sec
respectively. In 1pkt/sec and 5 pkts/sec. scenarios,
DSR and TORA are having worst performance vari-
ance. In both such scenarios, ZRP outperforms the
other protocols because of its hybrid routing nature.
This protocol, internally divides the nodes into zone
and these zones with energy saving Frisbee formation
save nodes energy for communication. Most of the
nodes are silent during simulation initialization and
this property is common among all scenarios. High
coverage is observed during peak hours which varies
from protocol to protocol.

Energy Consumption. The evaluation of energy con-
sumption in simulation environment is observed
through throughput. Whenever radio of any node
is on and a byte is transferred then energy of node
is considered to be consumed. As discussed in sec-
tion 4, this energy is calculated from RSSI and it is a
function of distance. More is the distance parameter
more will be the energy consumption. Figure 9 shows
the average energy consumption for 150 nodes sce-
nario. If bursts of any protocol are closer to the outer
ring then average energy consumption for that proto-
col is higher and it is called as high burst (0.04-0.05
Joules). Low bursts are the minimum consumption
values that are close to origin (0.01 Joules). Whereas,
medium bursts are the intermediate values between
high and low bursts (0.02-0.03 Joules). As shown in
Figure 9, ZRP and TORA protocol are having higher
average energy consumption than AODV, DSDV and
DSR for o.1 pkt/sec, 1 pkt/sec. and 5 pkts/sec. In
DSR and DSDV protocol, energy consumption shows
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Figure 7: Coverage for 150 nodes at 1 packets/second

Figure 8: Coverage for 150 nodes at 5 packets/second

Figure 9: Energy consumption for 150 nodes during sim-
ulation time

variations with increases in packet/second. because
of dynamic nature of routing protocol. Whenever
there is need to transmit packets, then only nodes
are activated and energy consumption starts.

Jitter. It is an average value of root mean square delay.
Figure 10 shows the jitter values at different packet
delivery rates, i.e. 1 pkt/sec. and 5 pkts/sec. Jitter
values of TORA and AODV are worst as compared to
other protocols. Since ZRP provides higher through-
put but at minimum jitter thus it is considered to be
the best protocol. Jitter value decreases with increase
in number of nodes because more nodes are available
to route the packets thus delay decreases. But this
delay does not affect much on the performance be-
cause the packet delivery rate also increases. Perfor-
mance improvement because of increased number of
nodes is compensated by increase in packet delivery

ratio. Also, with increase in packet delivery ratio the
jitter decreases because once routes are established
then it does not affect much on the performance.

Figure 10: Jitter for 150 nodes at different delivery rate

4.3 Lightweight Analysis

4.3.1 Lightweight Primitive Analysis

Confidentiality as well as authentication mechanisms are
integrated with protocol 1 and protocol 3 whereas only
authentication mechanism is integrated with protocol 2.
Table 5 shows the comparative analysis of substitution
permutation network (SPN) based lightweight primitives
for Protocols 1, 2 and 3. Two lightweight primitives
are taken for analysis: LED and PHOTON. Result of
lightweight primitives are compared with classical mech-
anism, i.e. Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). All
three are based on confusion and diffusion layer principle
in SPNs. LED and AES are used to achieve confidential-
ity and PHOTON is used for authentication. Alloy anal-
ysis shows that the number of variable generated, clauses
formed and computational time in Protocol 1 and Proto-
col 3 for LED and PHOTON are much lesser than AES.
Both confusion and diffusion layers are showing similar re-
sults. Multiple challenges and verifications in Protocol 2
increases the resource consumption and time required to
complete the operations. Comparison of lightweight prim-
itives with classical primitive shows that integration of
LED and PHOTON in proposed mechanism enhances the
performance of protocols as compared to AES based clas-
sical confidentiality mechanism.

4.3.2 Lightweight Policy Analysis

Figure 11 shows the proposed trust policy for subgroup
member in proposed scheme. Trust based proposed mech-
anism is having: subgroup controller, subgroup member,
virtual subgroup member and virtual subgroup controller.
Each entity in hierarchical model acts as either producer
or consumer. While acting as producer or consumer, there
will be change of permissions. A subgroup controller will
be having READ, WRITE, ACCESS, USE, MODIFY
permissions for trust management. Whereas, a subgroup
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Table 5: Simple vs. lightweight primitive analysis for proposed scheme
Protocol Primitives Layer Variables Clauses Time(msec)

Protocol1

LED
Confusion 22025 15174 1463
Diffusion 20451 13012 1231

PHOTON
Confusion 42314 44101 2112
Diffusion 36110 23603 1642

AES
Confusion 80178 25545 3463
Diffusion 60145 160234 2654

Protocol2 PHOTON
Confusion 44114 46045 2414
Diffusion 37111 26032 2001

Protocol3

LED
Confusion 22544 160112 1513
Diffusion 20653 13009 1213

PHOTON
Confusion 41015 44023 2104
Diffusion 36009 23112 1672

AES
Confusion 81534 26123 3413
Diffusion 62435 16144 2611

(MemberAssigned = (Interested s a r):- (Assigned s r) (AssignID a) (SubGroup r))

(MemberConflict = (Interested s a r):- (Conflicted s r) (RetrieveID a) (SubGroup r))

(MemberTrust = (TrustGeneration s a r):- (Assigned s r) (AssignID a) (SubGroup r))

(MemberTrust = (TrustPropagation s a r):- (Assigned s r) (AssignID a) (SubGroup r))

(MemberTrustConflict = (TrustAccumulation s a r):- (Conflicted s r) (SubGroup r))

(MemberTrust = (TrustPrediction s a r):- (Assigned s r) (AssignID a) (SubGroup r))

(MemberTrustConflict = (TrustEvaluate s a r):- (Conflicted s r) (SubGroup r))

(MemberTrustConflict = (TrustApplication s a r):- (Conflicted s r) (SubGroup r))

Figure 11: Margrave policy for access control in proposed scheme

member will be having READ, ACCESS, USE permis-
sions only. So, each member will have its own policy in the
network. Figure 11 shows the subgroup member policy
for TrustGeneration, TrustPropagation, TrustAccumula-
tion, TrustPrediction, TrustEvaluation and TrustApplica-
tion. A subgroup member can act as producer to assign
new identification to new node or retrieve its identifica-
tion. Trust generation, propagation and prediction are
permissible for subgroup member. Trust accumulation
and application comparison are not allowed for member
but these are considered to be the functions of subgroup
controller. After designing and analyzing the policies of
every member in proposed scheme, it is analyzed through
Margrave that there is no conflict in any policy [1].

5 Conclusions

The current study examines RFID-Sensor based
MANETs using ECCr in code based cryptography.
MANETs are constructed by extending the trust man-
agement approach in resource constraint environment
with Teo and Tan protocol for key exchange using
hierarchical model [66] and Avoine MA-KA2 protocol

for distance bounding and mutual authentication [7].
These approaches are perceived as efficient lightweight
approaches with strong protection against distance
bounding attacks. QoS parameters taken for network
performance analysis are: delivery ratio, goodput,
coverage, energy consumption and jitter. In conclusion,
150 nodes scenario shows that ZRP protocol outperforms
any other protocol for proposed security system using
trust management. Maximum goodput that is achievable
through best routing protocol is approximately 80
packets per second to minimum delay of 0.03 msec.
Probability attack analysis is performed for mafia fraud
attack, distance fraud attack, terrorist fraud attack and
distance hijacking attack in distance bounding protocol.
In this analysis, fault acceptance rate of system is checked
and in result it is found that system is strong enough
against all these attacks. Lightweight primitives and
policies for subgroup members are also analyzed. It is
found that integration of lightweight primitives reduce
computation and time complexity. Lightweight policy
analysis shows that there is no conflict in access domains
of any subgroup member.
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